The article discusses an airfoil unsteady aerodynamic response to upstream unsteady flow disturbances in flow regimes characteristic of Micro Air Vehicle (MAV) applications. Because of their small size and speed, the flight control of these vehicles in gusty urban environments poses tremendous challenges addressed in the current work. Following a thorough review of experimental and numerical studies characterizing various scales and configurations of urban flow disturbances, three canonical gust models are proposed corresponding to the time-harmonic gust, the sharp-edge gust, and the Taylor vortex. A high-accuracy numerical analysis is applied to examine MAV airfoil response to such perturbations and conclude on relative importance of contributing viscous and inviscid forces.
INTRODUCTION
The unsteadiness associated with flight-path gusts has the most critical effect on MAV aerodynamic response and specifically on vehicle controllability in urban environments where sudden crosswinds and turbulent drafts are characteristic of urban canyons. The development of efficient vehicle flight control strategies mitigating impinging gust effects requires a clear understanding of the physics of gust-airfoil interactions obtained through careful, high-fidelity numerical analyses of separated boundary-layer dynamics identified with resulting airfoil aerodynamic responses. To this end, it is imperative to examine canonical descriptions of upstream unsteady flow disturbances and characteristic sets of parameters representative of gusty urban environments. Hence, the first part of this work offers a detailed review of experimental and numerical efforts which provide basis for characterizing the upstream disturbances in canonical forms that can be tailored to specific microclimate conditions. Such review brings to the conclusion that it would be now possible, in principle, to fully simulate the MAV flight-path unsteady flow environment in a specified urban area and thus predict the complete time history of the vehicle unsteady aerodynamic response for design of a proper flight control strategy.
On the other hand, it appears highly important to first understand the MAV unsteady response features at the fundamental level by considering a minimum set of simple canonical gust descriptions that could be parametrically matched to the variety of characteristic unsteady urban flow conditions. Therefore, we propose three canonical forms of upstream vortical flow disturbances corresponding to the time-harmonic gust, the sharp-edge gust, and the Taylor vortex. Such models appear to offer adequate descriptions of impinging flow non-uniformities characteristic of unsteady urban environment, and have been successfully employed in our recent parametric studies of MAV wing unsteady aerodynamic gust responses (e.g., Ref. [1] ). Note that some of the previous studies on the subject focused on the effects of time-harmonic oscillations of the freestream velocity which primarily impacts the dynamics of the airfoil boundary-layer transition and causes hysteresis in the airfoil aerodynamic characteristics [2] . The current approach, in contrast, emphasizes the MAV airfoil response induced by flow disturbances with dominant convected upwash velocity component which directly affects the unsteady aerodynamic loading. Such analysis elucidates relative effects of viscous and inviscid forces, and in particular examines a perceived "equivalence" of gust and pitching airfoil responses with similar time histories of induced angles of attack.
CHARACTERISTICS OF UNSTEADY URBAN ENVIRONMENT
In the past few decades, the field of wind engineering has accumulated a significant body of knowledge related to unsteady urban microclimates that includes both experimental measurements of flow conditions in various types of urban canopies and, more recently, computational simulations of flow environments around isolated buildings, groups of buildings, and in specific metropolitan areas. In a broader prospective, the review by Britter and Hanna [3] addresses the subject of flow and dispersion in urban areas at regional, city, neighborhood and street scales with attempt to correlate turbulent flow mass, momentum and energy transfers from mesoscale meteorological models down to flow descriptions for street canyons. General flow features specific to each scale are outlined along with shear-stress, mean-velocity, turbulence intensity and dispersion characteristics in their relationships to surface roughness, moisture, radiant heat and air pollution effects.
Experimental Studies
For the purposes of the current study, it is informative to focus on flow conditions at the neighborhood and street levels that have been early on addressed by Morkovin [4] in his identification of four flow modules defined as "identifiable, morphologically invariant, mildly interacting flow structures" observed in the flowfield of a bluff body immersed in a laminar boundary layer. Later experimental studies such as those by Hunt et al [5] , Nagib and Corke [6] , and Peterka et al [7] extended the list to include a rolled-up horseshoe-shaped vortex surrounding the base of a building, a delta-wing-type pair of vortices initiating from the two edges of a building roof near a corner facing the wind, various separation and reattachment zones including stagnation regions on the windward side, a pair of tornadolike vortices near the ground in the wake of the building, shear layers emanating from the building sides as well as from edges normal to the wind direction, and vortex formation and shedding in these separated shear layers (some are exhibited in Figure 1 ). F Fi ig gu ur re e 1 1. . Flow patterns around a building (Hunt et al [5] ).
Using various flow visualization techniques as well as pressure and velocity measurement, effects of selected configurations and relative-to-wind orientations of isolated buildings and groups of building were investigated. For instance, for single buildings, the study by Nagib and Corke [6] noted a broader wake extending farther downstream for a taller building, and a larger stagnation region with stronger vortex behind a broader building. Their short-term exposure records also highlighted turbulent eddies in boundary layers responsible for unsteady pressures and buffeting of buildings and pedestrians. The wind-aligned arrangement of two buildings with the smaller one on the windward side revealed severe wind conditions in the plaza between the buildings, with sudden changes in the wind direction and local speeds exceeding three times the undisturbed conditions. Such effects were partially attributed to the two horseshoe vortices wrapping around into the courtyard with opposite senses of rotation and resulting in violent and often unpredictable interaction.
Peterka et al [7] examined flow separation upwind of a building and concluded that a stagnation region formed between 2/3 and 3/4 of the building height depending on its height-to-width ratio. The flow then moved outward toward all front edges of the building separating from them and could reattach to the sides before reaching the back edges. Downwind of the building, the size of the separation cavity varied from 2 to 6 or more building heights but could also become completely "washed out" by present turbulent gusts. The authors also examined the farfield wake behavior and concluded that a higher level of turbulence in the approach wind caused the wake to disappear more quickly. The wake maximum mean velocity defects and turbulence intensity excess were compared as functions of downstream distance x for several buildings, with the resulting curve slopes matched against predictions of J.C.R. Hunt (x -1.5 and x -2 , correspondingly) deduced based on combined momentum-wake and vortex-wake theories. It is worth noting that the latter and his co-workers, in fact, made the most significant contributions to the theory of unsteady turbulent flow around bluff bodies reviewed, e.g., in Hunt et al [8] , by making an extensive use of the rapid distortion theory. The related Taylor's frozen pattern hypothesis for turbulent streams was also employed by Katsura [9] who introduced the notions of pattern formation and pattern completion lengths for flows around obstacles. Those were later applied by Tamai et al [10] to wind tunnel data to reveal the effects of higher Reynolds numbers on increase in Strouhal numbers corresponding to von Karman vortex formation (with shorter completion length) and reduction of lift and drag.
In the area of phenomenological descriptions of urban flows based on wind tunnel data, Stathopoulos et al [11] generalized and assembled the relevant wind data obtained for various building arrangements in the knowledge-based expert system. The variations of wind speed were described in terms of the local overspeed ratio K=V local /V ref , where V ref is the reference mean speed without the building(s) under consideration. Such ratios were reaching, e.g., K≈1.7 around building corners, and were examined for configurations of buildings in tandem and side-by-side, for building's ground-level openings, etc, as functions of building dimensions. In the database, another employed important reference measure was the building influence scale defined following Wilson [12] as S=(B L B S 2 ) 1/3 where B L is the larger and B S is the smaller of building dimensions on the windward face. The expert system was then applied to a building complex, with results for wind speeds showing a satisfactory match against wind tunnel data.
Another study by Jamieson et al [13] employed a 1:300 scale wind tunnel model of a representative city to investigate effects of architectural detailing on pedestrian-level wind speeds around city buildings. Two wind directions were examined for a nominal wind speed of 20 m/s at 150 m height in the approach flow. The data obtained at 2 m height indicated that in the streets, the mean speeds were around 2-6 m/s and 3-second average gust speeds reached 10-15 m/s. However, at the side corners of a tall tower, the means were around 19 m/s and the wind gusted at 28 m/s. More recently, the wind tunnel experiments focused on investigating flows around more exotic building shapes. For example, AbuOmar and Martinuzzi [14] examined vortical structures around sharp-edge pyramids that produced an "owl-face of the second kind" flow pattern.
Statistical meteorological analyses of wind gusts in natural environments were performed by a number of authors at selected urban areas. Murakami and Fujii [15] reported the probability distributions for ground-level mean (averaged over 10 min) and gust (averaged over 2 sec each 10 min) velocities based on observations over a period of 2 years around a high-rise apartment building in a built-up area of Tokyo. The average values of the gust factor (the ratio of the maximum gust speed to the sustained wind speed) were about 2...2.8 at ground level and 1.6 at reference point (60m height).
The average values of turbulent intensity were about 30-50% at ground level and about 20% at the reference height. A relationship between the exceedance probabilities and the number of storms per annum was also derived. Ashcroft [16] processed similar data collected at 14 mostly rural meteorological stations in UK to report, in particular, on dependence of gust factor on terrain roughness. Various gust ratios were considered corresponding to peak values G p (averaged over a few seconds), and maximum wind speed values from 1-min (G 60 ) and 10-min (G 600 ) averages. From 10-m height observation points, the highest values of G p =1.85, G 60 =1.37 and G 600 =1.1 were obtained for Category 5 roughness terrain characterized by many trees and hedges, fairly level wooded country or more open suburban areas. Correspondingly, the minimum gust ratios of 1.44, 1.21, and 1.07, were obtained for Category 1 roughness terrain (e.g., flat coastal areas).
Numerical Studies
Not surprisingly, in the last two decades, the analyses of unsteady urban flows have been increasingly dominated by computational efforts. Those, however, are challenged by inherently unsteady features of 3D turbulent flows around buildings characterized by flow stagnation, separation and re-attachment zones, strong streamline curvatures, and interacting vortical structures of different sizes and energies. As a result, the standard turbulence models employed in Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) analyses often appear inadequate or require additional flow-correction assumptions as part of simulations. Paterson and Papenfuss [17] were among the first to evaluate k-e turbulence model in numerical simulation of flow around two tall buildings and revealed significant discrepancies from experimental data especially in the near-wake region. Similar efforts by Baskaran and Stathopoulos [18] , Baskaran and Kashef [19] , and Stathopoulos and Baskaran [20] also revealed large deviations between computed and measured data in their estimations of buildings-passage channeling effects and for selected locations in multiple-building domains. More recently, Blocken et al [21] argued that RANS simulations of horizontally homogeneous atmospheric boundary layer and thus flows around buildings were compromised by the use of wall-function roughness models in standard commercial codes. Using FLUENT software, they showed that the measured and calculated building-passage wind amplification factors could be matched after applying a correction for horizontal inhomogeneity.
In their review of RANS applications to environmental flows, Kim and Boysan [22] argued for Reynolds-stress transport model (RSTM) over other turbulence models for simulations of bluff-body flows. They, however, admitted that attempts to accurately simulate vortex shedding still had not been very successful, and implied that Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) approaches would become dominant for the unsteady urban flow predictions. Early-on, the importance of LES modeling in application to bluff-body flows was recognized by Murakami et al [23] and Murakami [24] . An effective LES code based on the concept of weakly compressible flow was developed by Song and Yuan [25] . Using Smagorinsky subgrid-stress (SGS) model, the code was successfully applied to computations of wind flow around a tall building by Song and He [26] and around clusters of buildings with different heights by the same authors in Ref [27] (Fig. 2a ). For the upstream atmospheric boundary-layer (ABL) flow, they employed a power law profile u/u 0 =(y/d) a to model the boundary layer velocity, where a =1/4 in urban areas with large roughness and 1/7 in rural areas with small roughness. In Ref [27] , the effective near-ground-level peak gust velocities were expressed in the form u pk =u m +3u rms where u m is 10 min-averaged wind speed and u rms is the root means square of the wind zero-mean fluctuating velocity component (a measure of wind gustiness). Figure 2b from Ref [27] illustrates contours of turbulence intensity around the central building in Figure 2a obtained for the west wind, with the most intensive gustiness observed near the upper left corner due to strong separation vortex. Interestingly, the distribution of the maximum wind turbulence intensity, (u rms /u m ) max , appeared uniform around the building (with peak values around 0.26) when sorted out of 12 circle-around wind directions.
Based on careful experimental validation studies, Tseng et al [28] determined that the dynamic Lagrangian model produced physically more realistic SGS viscosity fields compared to Smagorinsky model in LES simulations of ABL flows over urban canopy. They applied the new approach in conjunction with the immersed-body method to study flow and pollutant transport in downtown Baltimore, MD. A recent analysis of practical LES use in urban wind engineering was presented in Ref. [29] that addressed effects of atmospheric turbulence and roughness densities, dispersion of hazardous gases, localization of urban heat islands, and coupling of LES with mesoscale models. In particular, a significant effect of upstream flow turbulence on behavior of separated shear layers and vortex formation around buildings as well as their aeroelastic response was revealed. Various methods of generating inflow turbulence for LES were reviewed including driver-region approaches following Lund et al [30] and statistical methods where artificial velocity fluctuations are generated from assumed turbulence characteristics (another thorough review of the subject and a new method of matching to inflow von Karman turbulence spectrum has been recently proposed by Huang et al [31] ). LES predictions comparing rectangular prism responses due to smooth and turbulent inflows were obtained based on data generated in the driver region with rough-wall induced velocity fluctuations and accounting for buoyancy effects. Mean velocity profiles were compared for several areas of Tokyo with different roughness densities to derive the corresponding power-law indices. The time-averaged LES results appeared in reasonable agreement with RANS in the lower urban canopy due to isotropic tendency of turbulent structures close to the ground. At a higher level between tall buildings, the dominant vortex shedding and interaction of separated shear layers generated strong unsteady flow patterns making LES predictions much closer to experimental data compared to RANS results. The final example illustrated the coupling of LES with mesoscale meteorological model to examine effects of cyclogenesis periods on Tokyo urban canopy flowfields.
CANONICAL UPSTREAM FLOW DISTURBANCE MODELS
In order to understand the fundamental physics of MAV behavior in a gusty urban canyon, three canonical forms of deterministic upstream flow disturbances are selected that appear representative of the described unsteady urban flow environments, and thus are proposed for studies of low-Re wing aerodynamic responses to impinging flow perturbations. Such deterministic gust disturbances correspond to the sharp-edge gust (representing, e.g., a sudden wind draft), the time-harmonic gust (a fluctuating vortical disturbance), and the Taylor vortex (an isolated vortical structure shed by an upstream obstacle) ( Figure 3 ). 
Sharp-edge gust
The model of the convected sharp-edge gust (Figure 3a) is commonly used to investigate transient unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic response of a lifting surface to impinging short-duration flow perturbation. The model is analytically described in terms of the following upwash velocity profile (with the streamwise component u g (x,t)=0),
Parametric studies thus investigate effects of the gust duration T g and the gust amplitude ε g on the airfoil aerodynamic response. Note that the classical form commonly used in the unsteady aerodynamic theory corresponds to f(t-x/u ∞ )=1, T g →∞, with the flat-plate inviscid response to such perturbation described by Kussner's analytical solution. The latter result and all the subsequently mentioned analytical inviscid flat-plate solutions are discussed, e.g., by Fung [32] . In numerical simulations, such gust is generated for a prescribed duration through momentum equations with selected constantamplitude velocity perturbations, and thus generally undergoes ramp-up and ramp-down phases similar to natural flows.
Furthermore, the sharp-edge gust response is compared against the one induced by the airfoil pitchramp maneuver prescribed with the same ramped-up duration and pitching amplitude corresponding to the gust upwash-induced angle of attack, ∆a m =e g (rad). Note that the pitching flat-plate inviscid responses are governed by Wagner's analytical solution discussed in Ref. [32] .
Time-harmonic gust
The classical configuration of time-harmonic gust-airfoil interaction problem shown in Figure 3b generally models the mode-specific unsteady response of a lifting surface to incident flow turbulence or any deterministic, time-periodic flow unsteadiness (such as the one generated by the wake of an upstream-located body). A single harmonic of the two-dimensional vortical perturbation velocity field is considered in this study analytically described as follows, (2) with the amplitudes of the gust velocity components,
In the above equations, e g is the gust intensity relative to the convective freesteam velocity U ∞ , a 
and b are the gust wave numbers in the x and y directions, and w g is the gust frequency. Note that a = w g /U ∞ and b = a tan c, where c is the angle between the normal vector of the gust phase front and the x-axis. Similar to the previous case, ∆a m =e v . The inviscid flat-plate response to a one-dimensional transverse gust (with b=0) is governed by Sears' solution [32] . For the two-dimensional gust, Atassi [33] provided inviscid corrections to the latter based on the rapid distortion theory to account for the effects of airfoil camber, thickness and angle of attack.
In numerical simulations, the time-harmonic gust is introduced inside the computational domain based on the momentum source method developed in Ref. [34] which provides details of analytical derivations and verification studies.
In the current analysis, the airfoil response to the impinging transverse gust is compared against the corresponding time-harmonic pitching airfoil solution with equivalent amplitude of the induced angle of attack. For the pitching flat-plate airfoil, the inviscid response is governed by Theodorsen's analytical solutions [32] .
Taylor vortex
Finally, we consider the airfoil unsteady response to the impinging Taylor vortex (Figure 3c) which represents a convenient model to investigate the impact of an isolated vortical structure shed by an upstream obstacle. In such a model, the vortex-induced gust perturbation velocity components and pressure field are given by,
where The vortex is thus parametrically described in terms of its maximum induced upwash (or downwash), e n = ∆a m , senses of rotation (defined positive or negative for the counterclockwise or the clockwise senses of rotation, respectively), core diameter, D c =2R c , and the initial location, (x c , y c ), relative to the airfoil leading edge.
In the numerical analysis, the Taylor vortex model is directly superimposed on the upstream flow with established steady-state conditions. The airfoil aerodynamic response is compared with that induced by the sharp-edge gust with equivalent upwash amplitude.
FLUID DYNAMIC MODEL
In the example simulations discussed in the current work, a modified version of a high-accuracy numerical code FDL3DI [35] is employed. The code solves a set of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations represented in strong, conservative, time-dependent form in the generalized curvilinear computational coordinates (x,h,z,t) transformed from the physical coordinates (x,y,z,t):
The solution vector Q → = (r,ru.rv,rw,re) is defined in terms of the flow density r, Cartesian flow velocity components (u, v, w), and flow specific energy,
with assumed perfect gas relationship p = rT/γM 2 ∞ connecting the flow pressure p, temperature T, and the freestream Mach number M ∞ (γ is the specific heat ratio). The other variables in Eq. (5) include inviscid and viscous fluxes and transformation Jacobian, all defined, e.g., in Ref. [36] . S → represents the source term which in the current work generates unsteady, incompressible, vortical gust perturbations upstream of the wing section. All flow, space and time variables are normalized by the airfoil chord and the reference freestream values except for pressure which is nondimensionalized by r ∞ u 2 ∞ . Note that the governing equations are represented in the original unfiltered form used unchanged in laminar, transitional or fully turbulent regions of the flow, with Ref. [37] providing further details on the code's Implicit Large Eddy Simulation (ILES) procedure in which a high-order low-pass filter operator is applied to the dependent variables during the solution process, in contrast to the standard LES addition of sub-grid stress (SGS) and heat flux terms. The resulting filter selectively damps the evolving poorly resolved high-frequency content of the solution.
The code employs finite-difference approach to discretize the governing equations, with all the spatial derivatives obtained using the sixth-order compact-differencing scheme [38] . At boundary points, higher-order one-sided formulas are utilized which retain the tridiagonal form of the scheme. In order to ensure that the Geometric Conservation Law (GCL) is satisfied, the time metric terms are evaluated employing the procedures described in detail in Ref. [37] . Finally, the time marching is accomplished by incorporating a second-order iterative, implicit approximately-factored procedure [35] .
RESULTS
In this work, we provide results of numerical simulations performed for SD7003 airfoil interacting with the canonical models of upstream flow disturbances in the laminar flow regime with M ∞ =0.1 and Re=10,000. While complete details of the parametric studies can be found in Refs [1, [39] [40] , some major findings are illustrated below. The results are presented for the airfoil installed at the angle of attack a 0 =4 0 . Two cases of low-amplitude and high-amplitude upstream flow perturbations are compared corresponding to the maximum upwash amplitudes of e g =0.07 (∆a m =4 0 ) and e g =0. 35 (∆a m =20 0 ).
A 327 × 198 × 3 O-mesh generated about SD7003 airfoil is employed in the current two-dimensional computations, with details of the grid topology near the airfoil shown in Figure 4a . The freestream conditions are imposed at the farfield boundary located more than 100 chords away from the airfoil, with the grid rapidly stretching towards that boundary to ensure effective elimination of spurious reflections achieved in conjunction with the low-pass spatial filtering [35] . In simulations, the established steady-state flowfield is first obtained by advancing for over 20 characteristic cycles to guarantee time-asymptotic nearly-periodic state. Figure 4b illustrates time snapshot of the steady-state vorticity contours around the airfoil featuring a prolonged laminar separation bubble near the trailing edge and the laminar wake shedding pattern. The canonical flow disturbances are then introduced upstream of the airfoil at the non-dimensional time t 0 =15.
Sharp-edge gust response
The effect of the gust amplitude e g on the aerodynamic response is examined in comparison with the pitch-ramp airfoil maneuver for the excitation duration T g =10. The lift response to the low-amplitude excitation with e g =0.07 in Figure 5a is significantly higher for the pitched-up (∆a m =4 0 ) airfoil compared to the sharp-edge gust. Removal of the gust also produces a much smoother transition back to the original state-state flow conditions compared to the airfoil pitched down to the original position. Note how the von Karman vortex shedding re-establishes its control in the ramped-up position, with the new shedding frequency f s ≈1.43 established (compared to its double for the gust response) as determined by the airfoil's new shaded area. In contrast, a similarity of gust and pitching responses is observed for the high excitation amplitude in Fig. 5b , with the stalled flow dynamics eventually dominating the unsteady airfoil responses (corresponding vorticity contours are shown in Fig. 6 ). The unsteady gust and pitching lift responses are also compared against the corresponding Kussner's and Wagner's inviscid flat-plate predictions [32] revealing the dominance of inviscid effects (particularly including the prevailing noncirculatory inviscid forces present in the pitching case) during some initial period following the impact before the viscous forces governing the flow separation and stall dynamics take over. 
Time-harmonic gust response
The unsteady one-dimensional transverse gust and pitching response predictions are matched against corresponding theoretical inviscid flat-plate solutions by Sears and Theodorsen [32] in Figure 7 . The results are shown for the flow excitations with wavelength l g =2π/w g =1, and reveal the overall dominance of inviscid effects.
F Fi ig gu ur re e 7 7. . Airfoil lift response to time-harmonic transverse gust vs. pitching, λ g =1:
(a) ∆a m =4 0 , (b) ∆a m =20 0 .
In agreement with the inviscid theory, the amplitudes of time-harmonic pitching responses far exceed those of the gust responses for the high excitation frequency because of the prevailing non-circulatory forces (the differences generally reduce for lower frequencies). More significant effects of viscous forces on the gust response are observed in the low-amplitude case, as seen in Figure 7a . Furthermore, as expected and shown in Ref. [39] , those are especially prominent for highly-loaded airfoil where the developed dynamic-stall vortices convecting along the airfoil's suction side manifest the presence of strong nonlinear viscous effects. Figure 8 illustrates the synchronized (with respect to the induced angle of attack) time snapshots of vorticity during the gust interaction and pitching motion for the high-amplitude excitations. Clearly, the vorticity dynamics appears very different for the described flow regime while both results correspond to the minimum-lift phase in the cycle of lift oscillations (Fig. 7) . 
Taylor vortex response
Results obtained from numerical simulations for the airfoil unsteady aerodynamic response to the impinging Taylor vortex model (4) are illustrated in Figure 9 in comparison with sharp-edge gust response solutions. The vortex has a positive sense of rotation, and its initial position is selected to ensure a head-on collision with the airfoil leading edge. The size of the vortex core is defined by R c =0.25, which best corresponds to the gust with duration T g =1.
The results indicate a noticeable similarity between the two responses for both considered induced upwash amplitudes. The airfoil exhibits an earlier response to the approaching vortex due to the more gradual velocity decay away from the vortex core. For the high-amplitude cases in Figs 9b, the peak aerodynamic response appears stronger from the airfoil impact with the sharp-edge gust while the delayed responses following removal of excitations appear overall similar. To illustrate the process of the vortex-airfoil interaction, Figure 10 provides vorticity contours for two moments of time during and following the vortex passage.
It should be noted that 3D ILES simulations conducted for Re=60,000 in Ref. [40] indicate an overall similarity of 2D and 3D predictions for the lift responses, with more significant deviations in the moment responses. 
CONCLUSIONS
A thorough review of experimental and numerical studies characterizing complexity of unsteady urban environments leads to the conclusion that it is imperative to first examine MAV unsteady response to impinging flight-path flow disturbances at the fundamental level. This implies conducting highaccuracy numerical simulations for a set of simple canonical gust models that could be parametrically matched to specific unsteady urban flow conditions. To implement such task, the current study proposed three canonical forms of deterministic upstream gust disturbances corresponding to the sharpedge gust (representing, e.g., a sudden wind draft), the time-harmonic gust (a fluctuating vortical disturbance), and the Taylor vortex (an isolated vortical structure shed by an upstream obstacle). In contrast to some previous works, the current analysis also emphasizes the convected upwash disturbance velocity component that directly affects the unsteady aerodynamic loading.
To illustrate the approach, the results were presented for the case of a loaded SD7003 airfoil interacting with the canonical disturbances in the laminar flow regime with M ∞ =0.1 and Re=10,000. High-accuracy, two-dimensional numerical simulations investigated the airfoil response to low-and high-amplitude perturbations, with results compared against pitching airfoil responses with equivalent induced angles of attack as well as analytical inviscid flat-plate solutions. Such comparison revealed the relative importance of viscous and inviscid unsteady forces and the role of non-circulatory contribution to the unsteady lift which distinguishes the gust and pitching airfoil responses.
